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now that you know about kelk, you can start building
your own masterpiece. there is no limit to the amount of
practice you can get. you can use it to create one letter
at a time. or, if you are creative, you can use this
software to arrange all those beautiful letters to make an
awesome calligraphy. the best part of kelk, is that it is
free of cost to download and use. you can use kelk
without any glitch. this is why it is time for you to
download the latest version of this software which is kelk
2010 patch. it is designed to offer everything for the
people who are interested in creating beautiful
calligraphy. all in all, this software is everything you need
for your arabic calligraphy needs. it is a great arabic
calligraphy system that will let you create beautiful
arabic handwriting in a safe and secure way and
maintain your favorite fonts as well. all you have to do is
download, install, and start the software. once done, you
will be greeted with the product of your hard work. kelk
2010 patch gives you the best possible tools with which
you can create arabic calligraphy and other designs. all
you have to do is download this software from the
sinasoft website. there are two versions available: one
for windows xp, vista and windows 7, and the other for
windows 8.1. once you have downloaded the file, you
can extract the file as well as run the executable file. you
can use the kelk 2010 patch version 7.0 which can be
used to get all the arabic fonts. kelk 2010 also is the only
calligraphy software that has a built in font library that
you can use in your own projects. it has more than 200
available glyphs with a staggering collection of tahriri,
naskh, and nastaleegh typefaces, divani khafi, lahoori
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nastaligh, divani jali, moalla, ruqaa, and much more. it
also contains a collection of very useful tools for aspiring
calligraphers, like the cursive generator, which creates
cursive writing like in your naskh and nastaleegh fonts by
"simulating" a pen writing down the shapes you choose.
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beautiful Calligraphic fonts such as Nastaleegh, Naskh
(Osman Taha), Thuluth, Shekasteh, Tahriri, Naskh

(Baghdadi), Divani Jali, The ultimate Calligraphy Software
for Osman Taha Naskh, Nastaleegh, Thuluth, Tahriri,

Shekasteh, Hashem Baghdadi Naskh, Divani khafi and
Divani Jali, kuffi, Moalla, Lahoori Nastaligh and Ruqaa. It

is also possible to use ordinary Arabic fonts in
combination with calligraphy fonts.Now with the power of

Kelk, you can type your favorite piece of text, poem or
verse and watch its formation into beautiful Calligraphy
fonts such as Nastaleegh, Naskh (Osman Taha), Thuluth,

Shekasteh, Tahriri, Naskh (Baghdadi), Divani Jali,
5ec8ef588b
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